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ECT is a future logistics service for the EuroAsian trade via the Northern Sea Route
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Advantages of ECT's logistics offering by
Rosatom
Japanese companies can get the most out
of the ECT

The shortest marine route between
The largest savings in delivery time
to Europe among East Asia
countries

An additional alternative to the
Trans-Siberian transit route to
Europe

Northwest Europe and East Asia
(16-36% faster vs. SSR*)

Transportation using eco-friendly
fuels
Prospects for cooperation in the
use of new low-carbon marine
fuels

* The Southern Sea Route – via Strait of Malacca and Suez Canal

Opportunities to jointly develop
requirements, technologies and
related services

Safety, customer centricity
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Active work is underway to implement the ECT
service
Gradual development
is a key to
sustainability

2020 results in brief

Stage 1.

Stage 2.

Stage 3.

Pre-investment studies

Pilot navigation
(starting 2025)

Full scale development
(based on the pilot results)

The niche market
Customers that keen for speedier delivery.
Key product categories identified.

Arc-class fleet design
Concept design is completed.
Selection of the vessel designer to be
done soon

ECT route parameters

Transshipment hubs concept

Commercial speed, icebreaking assistance
requirements, navigation prerequisites, etc.

Sites are shortlisted. Transshipment technology
is selected. Pre-FEED package is ready.
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ECT gains an international project status at the
early stages of its development
Rusatom Cargo is looking for partnerships with international companies to help build the project and to
provide unmatched customer services
The key benefits of international partnerships

Cargo flow and
logistics
partnerships

Shipbuilding

Project financing

Value-added and
enabling services
(insurance, bunkering,
crewing, etc.)

Project’s pilot phase cargo obtainment

International expertise for infrastructure
and digital logistics services development

Integration into the international trade
network at the early development stages
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ECT as a driving force of sustainable development
Rosatom Cargo adheres to openness on the development of ECT service and plans to
communicate this project results in the field of sustainable development during its
development and operation phases.

Contribution to Sustainable Development Goals

Positive effects on
other sustainable
goals

Sustainable
logistics system

Reduced
carbon footprint
of transported
goods

Shorter route
and less carbon
fuel reduce
climate impact

Ecological monitoring
and balanced
environmental decisions
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Disclaimer
State Atomic Energy Corporation Rosatom (RA) is presenting the Euroasian Container Transit service development Project (ECT or the Project) for the purpose of
exploring technology, competences attraction and fundraising opportunities for the Project.

This Opportunity Review presentation (the Presentation or the Document) has been prepared solely for information purposes and does not constitute an offer, or
invitation to offer, or solicitation for the purchase or sale of any financial instrument or securities, or an official confirmation of any transaction.

The Document is not intended and must not be taken as the basis for any decision (including investment decision) by the recipient (Recipient(s)). The information,
presented in the Document may not be accurate or complete. RA accepts no liability, and disclaims all responsibility for the consequence of Recipient(s) or anyone
else acting, or refraining to act, on the basis of the information presented in the Presentation or for any decision based on it. Forward looking statements in the
document should be weighted in the context of many risks issues, and events that could cause actual performance to be different from that contemplated in the
Document, including, but not limited to, the impact of changes in regulatory framework and economic and political conditions. Further, forward looking statements,
by their nature involve numerous assumptions, inherent risks and uncertainties, both general and specific and risks that predictions, forecasts, projections and
other forward looking statements will not be achieved. Hence, RA caution Recipient(s) not to place reliance on the Document, as a number of important factors
could cause actual future results to differ materially from the plans, objectives, expectations, estimates, and intentions expressed in The Document.

The Recipient(s) of the Document shall maintain utmost confidentiality regarding the contents of the Document and shall not to reproduce or distribute the
Document, in whole or in parts, or make any announcement in public or to any third party regarding the contents of the Document without the written permission of
RA or RA’s subsidiary, responsible for ECT implementation. Neither the Document nor any other information supplied in connection herein shall be construed as
legal, business, financial, accounting or tax advise. Recipient(s) should consult with their own, advisors, legal councils, tax, market and financial experts before
taking any decisions in connection with or relating to the Document.

By receiving the Document, the Recipient(s) shall be deemed to have agreed to all the above points and to have agreed to release RA from any liability to the
Recipient(s), or any third party for whom the Recipient(s) is acting, in connection with or arising out of the Document including any investment decision taken by
the Recipient(s) in connection with maters related to or incidental to the Document.
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Thank you
for your attention

Alexander Neklyudov
Rusatom Cargo

